We perform a one-loop calculation of the strange quark polarization (∆s) of the nucleon in a SU(3) chiral potential model. We find that if the intermediate excited quark states are summed over in a proper way, i.e., summed up to a given energy instead of given radial and orbital quantum numbers, ∆s turns out to be almost independent of all the model parameters: quark masses, scalar-and vectorpotential strengths. The contribution from the quark-antiquark pair creation and annihilation "Z" diagrams is found to be significant. Our numerical results agree quite reasonably with experiments and lattice QCD calculations.
The intrinsic strangeness content of the nucleon is a key ingredient to understand the structure and dynamics inside baryons. While the experimental investigation of the nucleon spin structure [1] clearly indicates that a strange quark sea exists and is also polarized relative to the nucleon spin, the successes of the naive spin-flavor SU (6) valence quark model in various aspects suggest that the strangeness content should belong to higher order effects for the nucleon. The SU(3) flavor chiral quark model, which couples light quarks to octet pseudoscalar mesons by the requirement of chiral symmetry, provides a natural mechanism for such a perturbative picture: at zeroth order the ground state octet baryons are described by a SU(6) wave function of three valence quarks, and at second order in the quark-meson coupling sea quarks can be generated by emitting a meson from the valence quark. For example, in the nucleon the strange quark can be generated by emitting a K + from the u quark or by emitting a K 0 from the d quark ( Fig. 1) , and hence strange quarks can contribute to the nucleon spin structure. In this paper we will adopt the standard perturbation theory to calculate the strange quark polarization of the nucleon in the framework of a SU(3) chiral potential model. As will be shown, up to second order the diagrams of Fig. 1 are the only contributions. Hence, a quantitative determination of the strange quark polarization is a clean test for the interaction picture of the chiral quark model, which allows in this case only admixtures of K mesons. On the other hand the u or d quark polarization obtain contributions from many other diagrams and therefore depend on many more model parameters.
To set up our calculation scheme, we first write down the effective Lagrangian for the SU(3) chiral potential model:
with
The model Lagrangian is derived from the σ model in which meson fields are introduced to restore chiral symmetry [3] . ψ is the quark field with flavor and color indices implied; cr is the linear scalar confinement potential; V (r) = −α/r is the Coulomb type vector potential; m is the quark mass matrix and F π =93MeV is the pion decay constant. σ and φ i (i runs from 1 to 8) are the scalar and pseudoscalar meson fields, respectively and λ i are the Gell-Mann matrices. The quark-meson interaction term of Eq. (1) is symmetrized because for different quark masses of the u, d and s quarks the mass matrix m does not commute with all λ i . The corresponding Hamiltonian is set up as
H 0 will be treated as the zeroth order part and H I as the perturbative interaction. Working in the interaction picture H 0 is solved to obtain the Feynman rules. While the solutions of the meson field are the usual plane waves, the quark field has a discrete basis, which is obtained by numerical solution of the Dirac equation with a scalar and vector field [2] . We write the solutions as:
(and similarly for σ), where ω k = k 2 + m 2 φi . Quark and antiquark wave functions are denoted by u α and v β , respectively.
Eq. (3) forms the basis of our unperturbed wave functions, where quarks are bound permanently by the confinement potential (S and V ), which is included in H 0 .
From Eq. (3) we can construct the quark and meson propagators:
Given the unperturbed basis we can construct any physical quantity up to a desired order in the quarkmeson interaction. In the following we are studying the quark contribution of flavor q (q = u, d, s) to the nucleon spin which is defined through are kept in the product of the normalization and the matrix element of the spin, this has no effect on ∆s, since already the lowest order admixture of s quark is proportional to 1/F 2 π . In the Lagrangian of Eq. (1) the main effect of the nonperturbative quark-gluon interaction is supposed to be included by the scalar and vector potentials. In principle we can also include a residual perturbative gluon piece. This will introduce further modifications on ∆u and ∆d. However since the perturbative quark-gluon interaction is diagonal in flavor space, it cannot generate strange quark admixtures in second order for the nucleon.
Now we are in a good
Thus for the antiquarks the sequence is inversed.
Denoting the initial and final quark states as u i and u f respectively, the contribution of the diagrams of Fig.  1 is:
Here we use δs to indicate that it is only the contribution from a single quark state. Inserting the explicit expressions for the propagators, we get
where Fig. 1 ; A is the positive state contribution; B is the negative state contribution; C and D are the quark-antiquark pair creation and annihilation "Z" diagrams.
Carrying out the time and energy integrations in Eq. (8), we obtain
where E 0 = E i = E f , and ω q = q 2 + m 2 φi as before. To carry out the angular integration of d 3 x 1 d 3 x 2 , the plane waves e i q· x2 and e −i q· x1 are expanded in spherical harmonics; then the angular integration of d 3 q can also be done analytically, and we get the selection rule for the intermediate states:
To get ∆s for the nucleon, we still have to work out the spin-isospin factor:
i λ i τ sτs λ i = diag.{2, 2, 4/3}, and, as should be expected, δs of Eq. (9) is found to be proportional to the polarization of the external quark state. Therefore ∆s is just two times δs.
In Table I we list our model parameters. Since F π and m K are fixed by experiment, our model contains four free parameters: the two quark masses m u,d , m s and the two strength constants of the scalar and vector potential denoted by c and α. The parameter α is fixed by the long-wavelength, transverse fluctuations of the QCD based static-source flux-tube picture [4, 5] , and is generally quoted to be 0.26(= 51.3Mev·fm) [6] or 0.30(= 59.2MeV·fm) [7] . Quark masses and confinement strength are rather uncertain quantities. To study the variation of ∆s over all the parameters, we choose in our calculation four different sets of parameters, including both current and constituent quark masses. Table II gives the numerical results of ∆s for the first two sets of parameters. The intermediate quark/antiquark states are summed over up to a radial quantum number of n = 8 and total angular momentum j = 17/2. We also list the intermediate results with the summation including states up to n = 6 and j = 11/2. The contributions from the four time-ordered diagrams in Fig. 4 are given separately. We note significant contributions from Fig. 4C and Fig. 4D , in which a quarkantiquark pair is created or annihilated by the axial vector current; these processes are usually referred to as the "Z" diagrams. On the other hand the diagram of Fig.  4B gives a fairly large positive contribution, therefore if the "Z" diagrams are neglected we would incorrectly conclude that ∆s in the nucleon is positive.
From Table II one would conclude that a stronger confinement also gives a larger ∆s. This is due to the coupling of the meson field to the quark field which is proportional to the effective quark mass S(r) = cr + m. However, to compare with the energy scale in the experimental measurement or in the lattice QCD calculation of ∆s, we should sum the excited states up to a given energy instead of given radial and orbital quantum number. The resummed ∆s according to energy are given in Table III and Fig. 5 . In Fig. 5 we also give the result with a cutoff Λ 2 on the meson momentum by replacing the meson propagator (
. This is usually adopted to account for the finite size of the meson.
We note a very interesting phenomena in Fig. 5 : the result for ∆s summed up to a given energy is rather robust against the variation of all the parameters. The insensitivity is especially impressive compared to the huge variation of m and c. Table III shows that the "Z" diagram's contribution is still significant.
The insensitivity of ∆s on the parameter sets can be attributed to the fact that the increase of m and c (see Eq. (1)) enhances the quark-meson coupling and moves up the single quark state energy. Thus the contribution from a single quark state increases due to the stronger coupling but less states are accessible to be summed over up to a given energy. Similarly, the increase of α suppresses the contribution of a single quark state since the lower Dirac components of the quark wavefunctions are increasing. But it also reduces the quark state energy, so we have more states to sum over. The main results of this paper can be summarized as follows: 1) Strange quark polarization is a very clean and robust prediction of the chiral potential model. Up to second order the only contribution arises from the diagram of Fig. 1 . ∆s depends only weakly on the model parameters, and our calculation shows further that the variation of these parameters does not influence ∆s too much, provided we sum over the intermediate quark state up to a given energy. 2) The contribution from the intermediate excited quark states are important. It is not enough to restrict the intermediate state to the ground or the first few states. 3) Among the time-ordered diagrams, the quark-antiquark pair creation and annihilation "Z" diagrams are significant. It is the "Z" diagrams (Figs. 4C and 4D ) that introduce a negative value for ∆s in the nucleon, , while the intermediate negative-energy states (Fig. 4B) gives a fairly large positive contribution. The importance of the pair creation and annihilation contribution to ∆q has also been noticed by some of us previously in a valence and sea quark mixing model [8] . 4) Our numerical result is quite reasonably consistent with experiments (∆s(Q 2 = 3GeV 2 )= −0.10 ± 0.01 ± · · ·, where the second ± sign represents further sources of error, principally the low x extrapolation [9] ) and lattice QCD calculations (∆s = −0.12(1) [10] ,−0.109(30) [11] ), and is also consistent with a schematic calculation in the context of chiral quark model by Cheng and Li [12] . To the best of our knowledge this is first time that ∆s is consistently calculated up to the one-loop level in a quark model. This work was supported by the DAAD and the China National Natural Science Foundation under grant No. 19675018.
